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The Director's Desk

Pam Fulk

Executive Director

losing such glorious
animals, without them,
key areas and habitats will
start collapsing.

I am very proud of the work that Carolina Tiger
Rescue does in rescuing and providing a lifelong home
for wild cats. I am also proud of the work we do in
calling attention to the crisis of wild cats in captivity the pet trade, wild animal shows, and more.

Do you know who
else’s habitats will start
collapsing? That would be ours - humans. If for not for
the love and respect for these wild cats, we need to
take action for our own sakes before it’s too late.
Help us conserve these animals in the wild. Visit our
website for ways you can help and enjoy learning
about what we do at Carolina Tiger Rescue to help the
environment in this issue of The Paw Print.

While these activities are important, it is even more
important to save these species in the wild. At the rate
we’re moving, many of these species will become
extinct in my granddaughter’s lifetime. Can you
imagine? No lions left in the wild? No tigers? No snow
leopards?
Saving them is critical. Each species has a vital role in
perpetuating our planetary ecosystem. Aside from

Board of Directors
Barbara Daniel – President
Laura (Lolly) Gasaway – Vice President
Aparna Ramabhadran – Secretary/Treasurer
Jay Baas
Kevin O’Dell
Nicole Robertson
Ruth Stalvey
Julia Wood

WAYS YOU CAN HELP
Volunteer
Become a Member
Adopt an Animal
Be a Monthly Sustainer
Bring Friends for a Tour
Include the Cats in Your Estate Plan
Become a Business Sponsor
Become a Big Cat Dinner Club Member
Donate Items on our Amazon Wish List

Staff
Pam Fulk – Executive Director
Kathryn Bertok – Assistant Director
Lauren Humphries – Senior Keeper
Larissa Hill – Keeper
Cara Vitale – Keeper
Dr. Angela Lassiter – Veterinarian
Katie Cannon – Education Director
Maryssa Hill – Volunteer Coordinator
Susan King Cope – Development Director
Heidi Zangara – Donor Engagement Director
Hsi Chen – Gift Shop Manager
Kyra Bucich – Office Manager
Nicola Goodman – Data Services Assistant
Karen Rafferty – Administrative Assistant
Tara Murphy – Capital Campaign Coordinator
Keri Helmrich – Program Assistant
Louise Orr – Communications Director
Tiffany Bernard – Site Assistant
Roger Harvey – Site Manager
John McLeod – Construction Assistant

FOR MORE INFORMATION GO TO:
CarolinaTigerRescue.org
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Communications Director
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Beausoleil Cougar

Beau as a Juvenile

Beausoleil Cougar has a unique story
compared to other animals at Carolina
Tiger Rescue. Most of our rescues were
born into human care, often to become
"pets" or be exploited by humans for
money. Beau, however, was born in the
wilds of Washington state, orphaned
at around 5-6 months of age – far too
young to care for himself. With great
compassion and coordination among
many organizations, a wildlife officer
was able to provide Beau with a
second chance.
Officer Beausoleil worked tirelessly to
ensure this orphaned cougar cub had
a place to go and that he would

arrive safely. Carolina Tiger Rescue was
proud and excited to be that forever
home he needed.
Beau’s story reminds us that we, humans,
not only affect the lives of wild animals born
into captivity but also those born in the
wild. Beau has become a great
ambassador to his wild cousins, reminding
us that we need to care for those still living
in the wild while also providing sanctuary to
those born in captivity. Through education
and hard work we can ensure that future
generations of cougars have a safe
environment in the wild to thrive.

Beau
All Grown Up

Beau is a favorite at the Rescue. His elusive but curious nature
reminds guests that you cannot remove the wild from the wild cats.

North Carolina Native No More
Northern
range limit

Extinct or
severely
reduced
populations
Contemporary
cougar
population
Possibly
contemporary
population

Cougars once roamed throughout the continental United States. As apex
predators, they helped maintain balance throughout North Carolina’s
ecosystems. Unfortunately, human
intervention caused them to become
extirpated (locally extinct) throughout
the eastern part of the country, with
the exception of a small population in
Florida known as the Florida panther.
Contrary to what people may believe,
the return of cougars to North
Carolina’s wilderness would be a
good thing! Native wildlife would
become more balanced, keeping
Star Cougar
prey populations like deer in check.
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The Problem with Palm Oil
Usually, we advocate for the avoidance of
products that have palm oil in them (Halloween
and Valentine’s Day candy, household
products, etc.). Unfortunately, avoiding palm
oil is not as cut and dry as it appears. It’s
true – palm oil production in Southeast Asia is responsible for the
destruction of hundreds of acres of tiger habitat every day. Production is
cheap, easy, and provides jobs for thousands of locals in nearby communities.
So, how do we reduce the impact palm oil production has on endangered wild
tigers while also remaining cognizant of the communities that rely on its
production? The answer is not as simple as it seems.
Many organizations and environmental nonprofits are realizing that
boycotting palm oil entirely is unrealistic. Palm oil is found in approximately
half of packaged items on supermarket shelves. Because of this, the
conversation is shifting toward the production and purchase of sustainable
palm oil, a production method that reduces the destruction of forests and
entails land assessments and other requirements like crop rotation in order to
be labeled “sustainable.” Unfortunately, the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm
Oil (the governing body that oversees the production of Certified Sustainable
Palm Oil [CSPO]) has struggled to enforce these requirements. In other words,
there is no black or white way to solve the palm oil problem.
Madonna Tiger

So, what CAn you do?

You can try to find alternative or similar products that are palm oil-free, although sometimes it is challenging
to read ingredient labels and interpret. You can also look for RSPO icons on products that let you know the
company either uses CSPO or is in the process of going sustainable. Lastly, contact companies that use
unsustainable palm oil and ask them to make the switch to CSPO. In sum, do what you can to lesson your
impact on tigers and their territory – even a small change in how you shop makes a difference!

About the RSPO:
The Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil is “a not-for-profit that
unites stakeholders from the 7 sectors of the palm oil industry: oil
palm producers,
processors or traders,
consumer goods
manufacturers,
retailers, banks/investors,
and environmental and
social non-governmental
Look for these RSPO icons on
your favorite products
organisations (NGOs), to
develop and implement global standards for sustainable palm oil."
You can learn more about them here: rspo.org
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Download
an App::
The Cheyenne
Mountain Zoo’s
app, “Sustainable
Palm Oil Shopping,”
is an easy app that
scans the barcode
of your favorite
products and tells
how sustainable
their palm oil
practices are!
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Queen Serval
In the wild, servals are native to Central and
Southern Africa. They are essential in helping to
maintain the ecosystem by
controlling the rodent
population. A single serval
can eat up to 4,000 rodents
per year! Unfortunately,
servals are now being bred
in captivity and sold as pets.
This was the case for Queen
Serval who, along with
six other servals, came to Carolina Tiger
Rescue after being confiscated from a
backyard breeder. The cats had been living in
motorhomes with no natural light and
unsanitary conditions. Breeders often claim
servals have been domesticated, but there
are plenty of documented incidents involving
pet servals that prove this to be untrue. Bigger
and stronger than a domestic cat, servals need
space to roam and are built to hunt. In fact,
Queen and her two enclosure mates have a reputation at the sanctuary for how quarrelsome they
become at feeding time.
Queen is actually the most reserved of the trio, usually content to observe from the sidelines. She can be
found napping in the sun if the weather is nice or sometimes hiding in plain sight amongst the grass. In
the warmer months, she enjoys playing with water and will splash in her water
dishes. Servals do not belong in households. They are wild animals and should
be treated as such.

FUN FACT:
Did you know that
many of the
servals at

GIVE A LITTLE TODAY
We strive to be strategic with our resources and act as good
environmental stewards; to that end, we have decided to include our
Spring Appeal IN the newsletter.
It is only because of your support that we were able to rescue Queen Serval
and give her a forever home with elevated platforms, lots of enrichment, and
a snuggly-warm den box. Please donate today to help us continue to provide
a lifetime of care to wild cats in need. You can set up a recurring donation
with the enclosed form or on our website at
CarolinaTigerRescue.org/donate

Carolina Tiger Rescue
are named after
musicians or bands?
Here are a few:
Elvis, Santana,
Queen, Cher,
Bowie (David),
Stevie (Nicks),
Blondie, Dylan (Bob),
and
Mick (Jagger).
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TJ Palazzolo

Kristin White
del Rosso’s Family

Chad Virgil and Friends

Nicholas and Christina
Caira

Melissa Luján

Carolina Tiger Rescue hosted its first virtual auction, Beads & Bling…It’s A
Mardi Gras Thing, on February 28th. Virtual guests from across North Carolina
and from Washington State, California, Michigan, New York, Tennessee, Illinois,
South Carolina, Virginia, Florida, New Jersey, and Maryland joined in
celebrating the sanctuary’s animals and bid on fantastic auction items.
Our Silent Auction raised over $20,000 and auctioneer Shannon Mayes led
us through an awesome Live Auction and Fund-A-Cause, raising close to
$30,000 – for a total of over $86,000 in support of the cats!
We would never have guessed last March (2020) that our annual Black Tie
& Tails Ball wouldn’t be possible the following year. As time passed and the
COVID-19 crisis remained a permanent part of all of our lives, we made the
decision to do what we always do – adjust and adapt to current
circumstances! Our Carolina Tiger crew always seems to be able to make it
work, whether it’s getting ready for a new rescue on a short timeline or taking
an in-person event and turning it virtual.
A virtual event was such a new idea for us – we had no idea if folks would like
their Bling Bags, whether or not they would gather in small groups, or watch
the virtual event; but according to some of the photos folks shared – the 2021
Virtual Auction was a HUGE success! From beignets and hot sauce to
hurricanes and king cakes, you all made the most of this virtual opportunity
and had a blast doing it.

Rita and Gary Nunn

Maria Maschauer

Katie Cannon, Cathy and
Rob Harris-Cannon,
and Mason
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Tiffany Landers

Buster and Cynthia
Pegram

Maryssa Hill,
Kathryn Bertok, and
Susan King Cope

Leslie Lemley and
Kamala Hughes

Cindy and Mark
Matero
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JAGUAR PREMIERE
Julia Wood

LION LEAGUE
Cats@Home
Petore Construction

OCELOT ELECT
Carolina Meadows
Cat Hospital of Durham and
Chapel Hill
Dean & Gail Bunce
Hill Creek Veterinary Hospital
Lolly Gasaway &
Kim Korando
Mark & Elizabeth Zeringue

CARACAL CLASS
Edward Jones,
Office of Chad Virgil

JewelSmith
Mebane Equine Bodyworks

SERVAL CIRCLE
Chris & Susan Bush
Jonathan Greeson
Financial Planning
Koonce, Wooten, &
Haywood, LLP
Learn IT Digitally
Mark Phialas & Ruth Stalvey
Mellow Mushroom - Cary
NC Signs
Pam & Bruce Barker
Susan & Mitch Haber

BOBCAT CLUB
Artwork by Wes Flanary
Carol & Dave Walker
Clare & Michael Matti
Debby Dunn

Dexter & Shirley Horton
Hopper Cummings
Ivan & Melissa Lujan
Jill & Jack Humphries
Julia Perkinson & TK Beam
Kamala Hughes & Leslie Lemley
Kids 4 Critters
The Maxwell Family
Starrlight Mead
The Vail Family
Wendy & Michael Belikoff

IN KIND
Chatham Magazine
Design Decisions
JW Image, Co.
Keepsakes Custom Framing
Moore Printing
Myriad Media

As always, our event would not have been possible without the support of our generous
sponsors, donors, and attendees. We’re always grateful for the support you show the
animals who call Carolina Tiger Rescue home, especially during a year that has been so
challenging for so many. We look forward to using money raised to further our mission,
continue providing safe, peaceful forever homes to rescued animals in need, and work
to continually enhance and improve their enclosures. Stay tuned for more information on
what our annual auction will look like in 2022!
We’d love to know what you thought of our virtual Mardi Gras bash!
Please share your feedback on the event with
Events@CarolinaTigerRescue.org.

WE ARE ALWAYS DELIGHTED TO SEE YOUR PROPER PETS
TAKING PART IN THE CELEBRATIONS!
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AliCat Toys
AlissaRenee Designs
All Pets Considered
Al’s Burger Shack

Fair Game Beverage
Company
Fiesta Grill
FireClay Cellars
Kathleen Fisler

Mellow Mushroom - Cary
Metal Impressions
Stephanie Morrison
Myrtle Beach Family Golf
Ashley Nix

Angelina’s Restaurant

Noel Flanary

The Angus Barn

Wes Flanary

Artist Eric Sweet

Fleet Feet -

Bruce Barker

Carrboro / Durham

Beaucoup Bijou

The Fragrance Shop

Bellamy Manor

Pam Fulk

Kathryn Bertok

John Gallager

Blawsome Farm

Grandfather Mountain

Break Away Cafe

Claudia Harrell

Dean Bunce

The Hasentree Club

Chris Bush

HGAFundraising

Capital Genealogy

Hill Creek Veterinary Hospital

Carley Angela Photography

Hillandale Golf Course

Chapel Hill Toffee

Historic Brookstown Inn

Chatham Clay Studio

Shirley Horton

Chatham Mills

JW Images

Farmers Market

Keepsakes Framing

Larry Conn

Brenda Kemp

Corollary Patterns

Kim A Miller DDS PA

Coronato Pizza

Susan King Cope

Cuddle Clones

Angela Lassiter

Robin Davis

Lindsey Lewis

Triangle Food Tours

Diamonds Direct

Liquid Amber Gallery & Gifts

Umstead Pines

Jan Dye

Marco’s Pizza

Kim Warren

Heather Earp

Bonita Marks

Jean Whitfield

Clare and Michael Matti

Williams Legacy Creations

McIlhenny Company Tabasco

Mark and Elizabeth Zeringue

Pam Earp
Evans Corn Hole Boards

Rene McRogers
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Rita Nunn
Parizade
Andrea Patterson
Phydeaux
Pier 14 Restaurant
Postal Fish Company
Raleigh Little Theatre
Nancy Ratan
Rocky River Hemp
LuAnnSebolt
SkyWheel Myrtle Beach
Songbirds
Sophia’s Boutique
Sparkle Plenty Designs
Ruth Stalvey
Steiff North America
Pam Strock
Beth Stutts
Daniel Stutts
Sylvan Heights Bird Park
Time Honored Tattoos
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Celebrate Earth Day
on April 22

YOU Make the Difference!
Special Thanks to
Our Volunteers of the Month
January: Ema Lujan

Ema joined the
Carolina Tiger
family in
August of 2019
as an animal
care volunteer
and is an
absolute
pleasure to
work with. She
always comes
out for her shifts, even in the rain and in the
cold, with a smile on her face, ready to go
and get the job done!
Favorite Animal: Wednesday Kinkajou

February: Christine Samant

Christine joined
the Carolina Tiger
family in May
of 2019 and has
logged more than
780 hours of her
time since! Her
friendly demeanor
is welcoming to
guests, her tours
are filled with
engaging information, and her boundless
energy, love for the animals, and dedication
to our mission make her invaluable.

Enjoy these Earth Day tips brought to you by our
friends at EarthShare NC.
When rainwater hits
TIP 1: your home's roof and
paved surfaces, it carries
pollutants into our waterways.
The North Carolina Coastal
Federation recommends
redirecting your downspouts to
your yard or a rain barrel.
Learn more: nccoast.org/naturebased

Agriculture has huge
potential to sequester
carbon and good soil
health can mitigate some of
the impacts of extreme weather
events. The Agriculture Resilience
Act provides funding and gives
farmers the tools to be climate
heroes - contact your elected officials and ask them
to support it! Learn more: rafiusa.org

TIP 2:

Plant more trees and
shrubs! In addition to
helping improve air
quality, they will provide more
habitats for wild animals, like
raptors and their prey.
TIP 3:

Learn more:
carolinaraptorcenter.org

ABOUT

Favorite Animal: Anthony Leopard

Help us help the cats!

Carolina Tiger Rescue is proud to be a part of
EarthShare North Carolina. EarthShare North
Carolina is a coalition of 28 environmental
nonprofits working to conserve our land, water, air,
and wildlife. EarthShare NC works directly with
municipalities, local businesses, and sustainability
leaders to make an impact for our environment.
Learn more about EarthShare North Carolina at
www.earthsharenc.org
and find us on social media @earthsharenc.

Volunteers play a vital role at the sanctuary.
Whether you’re a tour guide, helping keepers as
an animal care volunteer, staffing the gift shop,
or assisting our site team – we are
always grateful for a helping hand!
Learn more about becoming a volunteer at:
www.CarolinaTigerRescue.com
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BEQUESTS MAKE A LASTING IMPACT
FOR THE ANIMALS
Tio Tiger

Carolina Tiger Rescue recently received two wonderfully
generous gifts from the estates of Marilyn S. Bilpuch and Robin
Gager. These gifts grant us the opportunity to upgrade the
sanctuary, assist with creating a second tour route so we may
introduce more people to the animals, and help
establish a Sustainability Fund, similar to an endowment, that
will provide a crucial source of support for the cats in cases of
extreme circumstances such as the global pandemic.
We are truly honored to receive these personal and kind gifts, and we look forward to fulfilling the
trust Mrs. Bilpuch and Ms. Gager have shown us in support of the wild cats who call Carolina Tiger
Rescue home and those in the wild.
Individuals who include Carolina Tiger Rescue in their estate plans are invited to join our
Sanctuary Sewards group. We gratefully acknowledge the thoughtful planning for the future of the
animals as we welcome eight new Sanctuary Stewards.

John & Sharon Adamo • Martha Furlong, Ph.D. • Lolly Gasaway • Stephanie & Tim Kelly
Cheryle Smith • 1 Anonymous Donor
If you included Carolina Tiger in your estate, please let us thank you! To join
the Sanctuary Stewards or for information on including the cats in your estate,
please contact Heidi Zangara, Donor Engagement Director:

HeidiZangara@CarolinaTigerRescue.org
CarolinaTigerRescue.org/membership-giving/estate-giving

Adopt-A-Project at Carolina Tiger Rescue!
Carolina Tiger Rescue is now offering extended
workgroup opportunities for those looking to make
a lasting impact on the sanctuary! These groups
will adopt a long-term project (~1 or 2 months) and
come out once a week to complete it. Available
projects could include building new and improved
lockouts, raising roofs on draped enclosures, creating
retention ponds, and more. Help the cats and
be a part of something special at the sanctuary!
Contact Program Assistant Keri Helmrich to discuss
project opportunities for you and your group:
KeriHelmrich@CarolinaTigerRescue.org.

A recurring workgroup from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints who have been helping us revamp enclosures and
areas of the sanctuary since December 2020.
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Keeper’s Corner
Within
animal care,
we try to
repurpose as
many items
as we can to
create less
waste. One of
Yanaba Tiger and her
the most
enrichment box
prominent
ways we re-use items is through enrichment! Boxes
(everything from cereal to shipping boxes), cardboard tubes (paper towels, toilet paper, plotter
tubes), burlap sacks (coffee), newspaper, paper
shopping bags, perfumes, and spices are all some of
the many ways we can offer new and exciting items
for our animals to interact with.
With these items, we can stuff boxes with
newspaper and hide treats inside, spray phonebooks
with a perfume or let the cats rip inside a burlap sack
to get to sheep wool that was left over from a farm.
We use plastic take out and Tupperware containers

to store leftover
meat and use as
molds for frozen
Left: Cara Vitale – Keeper
Center: Larissa Hill – Keeper
and gelatin
Right: Lauren Humphries – Senior Keeper
enrichment
items. Our old and leftover produce is composted
to create nutrient rich dirt. We also are able to burn
animal
waste, old
enrichment,
and soiled
bedding
(straw, pine
shavings)
from the
animals. This
creates fewer
plastic trash
Keeper Cara, Program Assistant Keri,
bags that
and Construction Assistant John
at our burn pile
end up in
landfills. There are many ways to reduce your impact
on the environment; can you come up with some
ways to reduce waste and reuse items in your life?

Our Tiger Day
5K is Back!
As the world continues to
weather the pandemic, we’re
not sure what July will look
202
0
like. But one thing is for sure, Julie F Anna LTeam Ag
red
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Vic erick, d, Deb ss Bea
you will not want to miss
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Carolina Tiger Rescue’s 2nd
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net Kate C
annual virtual Tiger Day 5K Like last
Sch
aef oyne,
fer
year, all you need to do is register yourself or your
team, then walk, run, or ride a 5K, by yourself or with friends! The Tiger
Day 5K will be held the last week of July and celebrates International Tiger Day, on July 29.
So, lace up those running shoes and get ready for some fun!
Stay tuned for more information and a few new activities around this 5K fun run.
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1940 Hanks Chapel Rd.
Pittsboro, NC 27312
919.542.4684
info@CarolinaTigerRescue.org
CarolinaTigerRescue.org

Tours and Important Dates
DAYTIME TOURS:
Year-round, Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Get tickets online.
Holiday tours, private tours, specialty tours, virtual tours
and field trips, and
volunteer opportunities available.
TWILIGHT TOURS:
March - October, Friday through Sunday
EARTH DAY
April 22
TIGER DAY 5K
July 23-29
INTERNATIONAL TIGER DAY:
July 29
MORE INFORMATION: CarolinaTigerRescue.org
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